BANTON TO GET AID IN FULLER CAUSE

Prosecutor Expects to Receive Evidence Without Resort to Books.

CIVIL 10,000 VICTIMS

Bankrupt Firm's Partners Known in Wall Street as Liberal Spenders.

CUSTOMERS STILL WRITE

Complaints of Losses of Securities Continue to Reach Authorities.

STEERING TO INDUCT OTHERS IN DIER CASE

Banton Suspects Some Persons Not Mentioned When Involved in Crash

The inquiry into the affairs of the bankrupt firm shows that, in addition to those who have been named as directors of the firm, there are others who also dealt with the firm. It is stated that a number of these others have been named, but that the investigation is still going on. It is also stated that a number of the persons who have been named have not been named in the investigation.

Three Delightful Models Make Their Appearance Monday in a Sale of Misses' Smart New Frocks of Crepe Romains and Crepe Satin

Special, 25.00

Crepe Romains is responsible for much of the smartness of two new models—both pictured—for it is pleasantly soft and in decided favor. One follows the Paris mode by making its youthful neck, sleeves and girdle of lattice work, the other also follows Paris to the extent of using monky fur and effective pleating.

Crepe Satin makes charming draped frocks—the one pictured is an excellent example—shaped a bit for fullness, and completed with sparkling buckles.

Unusual Values in Extra-Size Undergarments

In a Special Offering Monday at 1:00, 1:50 and 2:00

For the woman of large proportions who desires undergarments that will fill and give excellent service, this sale affords the opportunity to secure them at particularly low prices.

Nightgowns, envelope chemises, combinations and white petticoats are in the catalogue, in a large variety of styles, trilled with lace or embroidery

Extra-Size Morning Frocks

in sizes 48 and 50

Special, 4.95 and 9.75

Made of gingham or fine batiste in dark colorings, designed along lines that will fall naturally to the stout woman.

FUR REPAIRS

Let us make your fur garments over into the newest and most graceful styles. We have done it for others many times. Ask us for an estimate—our prices are very low and are always worked off.

Of Wonderful Value Are These

Bob Curls Reduced to 6.45

Attesting the bonhomie of boned hair without the aristocratic risk of one's own

Bewitching little curls fit right in the crown, held in place by two invisible combs. They come in shades that will match your own hair perfectly.

Of Special Interest to Travellers Are These

Women's Silk Folding Umbrellas—the feature an entirely new 43" pleating design—attaching the buttons and a single silk button is secured to the handle, the handle, and are made more durable than others folding umbrellas that fold at the side.

Three fine rib pongee frames covered with silk in all the wanted shades, with silk lining, edged with satin borders.